Powar P. L. and Rajak K., have introduced fine-topological space which is a special case of generalized topological sspace. In this paper, the author has introduced a new class of functions called fine weakly BR-continuous functions on fine topological space (cf. [12] 
INTRODUCTION
The notion of continuity is one of the most important tools in Mathematics and many different forms of generalizations of continuity have been introduced and investigated. The notion of weakly continuous functions was introduced by Levin [6] . In 2007, Son et. Al. [14 ] have introduced a new class of functions called weakly clopen function including the class of almost clopen functions. The class of almost clopen functions is a generalization of perfectly continuous functions regular set-connected functions and clopen functions.
The notion of fine-topological has been introduced and investigated by Powar P. L. and Rajak K in 2010 (cf. [12] ). In this paper, the author has introduced new generalizations of strongly contnuous functions and fine-weakly clopen functions. We obtain some characterizations of fine weakly BR-continuous functions and the relationships among fine weakly BR-continuous functions, fine-weakly-clopen functions.
2.PRELIMINARIES
Throughout this paper, space X and Y always mean topological spaces. For a subset A of a space X, the closure and interior of A is denoted by cl(A) and int(A). We use the following basic definitions:
2.1 Definition A subset S of a topological space (X, ) is said to be 1) open [7] if S Int( cl(Int(S))). 2) Semi-open [7] if S cl(Int(S)).
3) Pre-open [7] if S Int( cl(S))).
4)
-open [7] if cl(Int(cl(S))). 5) Regular-open [7] if Int(cl(S)). 
Definition

2.12 Definition Let (X, τ ) be a topological space we define τ( ) = (say) = { ( X) : for and for some α J, where J is the index set.} Now, we define
The above collection of subsets of X is called the fine collection of subsets of X and (X, τ, ) is said to be the fine space X generated by the topology τ on X (cf [12] ).
A subset U of a fine space X is said to be a fine-open set of X, if U belongs to the collection and the complement of every fine-open sets of X is called the fineclosed sets of X and we denote the collection by (cf [12] ).
Definition Let A be a subset of a fine space X, we say that a point x X is a fine limit point of A if every fine-open set of X containing x must contains at least one point of A other than x (cf [12] ). 
Definition Let
Definition
Let A be the subset of a fine space X, the fine closure of A is defined as the intersection of all fineclosed sets containing the set A i.e the smallest fine-closed set containing the set A and is denoted by (cf [12] ). We define a map by It can be easily check that, the function f is strongly semi-continuous.
Example Let
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, there exists a finepreopen set U of X containing x such that 3.20 Example Consider the example 3.7 and it can be easily check that, the function f is strongly precontinuous. 
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Consider the example 3.7 and it can be easily check that, the function f is strongly continuous. We define a map by It can be easily check that, the function f is strongly semi-continuous. 
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Proof: Let
Since is closed in X, then By theorem 3.1, f is fine-weakly BR-continuous. f is fine-weakly BR-continuous.
Theorem
2)
F is fine-strongly continuous.
Proof:
⇒2) Let and V be a fine-open set of Y containing f(x). Since Y is fine-regular, then there exists a fine-open set H of Y containing f(x) such that Since f is fineweakly BR-continuous, there exists a f-b-regular set U of X containing x such that Thus, f is strongly continuous.
1)
⇒ By definition, it is obvious.
CONCLUSION
New generalizations of strongly contnuous functions and fine-weakly clopen functions are investigated and obtained some characterizations of fine weakly BRcontinuous functions and the relationships among fine weakly BR-continuous functions, fine-weakly-clopen functions. This concept may have an extensive applicational value in quantum physics.
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